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From the Editors

After having survived editing the previous issue of the Journal and without receiving
any comments ( good, bad or indifferent) we are happy to bring you this issue.

We are putting in an effort to tap into new sources for material to be published. These
new sources we see as coming mainly from the Netherlands, through the use of references
in the 'Maandblad voor Philatelie'. When contacted, most people are quite helpfirl in
sending us material they previously published in their club's newsletters. If anyone ever
comes across an article which has not previously been published in either our Journal or
Newsletter, please contact the author of the article in question and ask for permission to
use it. If having to translate it into English deters you, please don't hesitate to contact us;
we will gladly do it.

Also, everybody should think about writing an article themselves. At lust you mighl
think that you don't have anything to contribute. However, you probably sometimes
wonder why certain articles appear in the Journal. You might find them to be'too shallou/
, or 'too much in depth'. Realizing that the interests and knowledge of the memberbhip
covers a wide range should make it easier to come up with something you would like to
share. Only through sharing will we learn from each other. Don't rely on somebody else
to do the work.

This issue has, we think, a set of articles that most of the membership can relate to.
Most material discussed, or similar material, has probably been seen or is owned by most
of us. Go through your material and see how it relates to what's written here; you might
look at it with renewed interest'. Maybe you will find additional information; let us know,
we love to hear from you!
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THB 17 1/2 CENTS ISSUES OF THE NETHERLANDS

bylohnWvan RYsdam

171/2 CENTS AND RATE STRUCTUREAfter studying and writing on the Ll2 cents G9e.aSN1
Journal of June fSSf; ana 22 Ll2 cents(June 193) issues I
started asking again: Why did we need these l7 ll2 cents

stamps and why in so many quantities?
D'igg"g into the nspeciale", Buitenkamp-Muller (B-M)

and diCoita did not find that manySINGLE uses for these

stamPs.The only single use mentioned in B-M is for letters

of the second *dight group (between 20 and 100 gram) sent

to Belgium. ThisiatJwasin effect from 10/U1907 through

3 t ll tgr1^, and again from 1U1119?3 to 4 I U 19 47 .

Sure, in those days there were make-up rates to dispose

of not-necessary values; stamps needed for 
-par.celpost,

braille and newspaper rates' However the braille and

newspaper rates seldom came as hi€th as 17 12 cents, while

the pirielpost and sample rates mostly ended in even cents'

The main reason these stamps were issued was to save

time for the clerks at the postoffice. Any Registered or

Special Delivery letter was uiually handled by-the clerks' As

"- b" seen from exhibit # | the rates for Registered or

Special Delivery postcards, and later letters, sent within the

Netherlands, added up to 1-7 ll2 cents.Instead of having to
attach two stamps to the card or envelope, one 1-7 Il2 cents

stamp would do the job, thus saving the clerk some time'

Exh. 1 shows a listing of the various 17 1/2 cents issues

and the than prevailing rate structures.
"Letter I" refers to the first weight group (usually less

than 20 grams).

l.MH
NO.

6
67

ISSUE VALID RATESTRUCTURE
FROM.TO

Furcollar
Furcollar

%l Guilloche

385 Dove

6llem - t2/3u3s t/ul87t - L0l76lt6
61L9LO -l2l3ll3s Postcard 21l2 + Spc.Dlvry. 1'5

lvllrg -3ftnr
lettetl7 12 + Rgstrd.10

2lr2a-[ftne
Lrtter I 7lfz + SP. Dlvry' 10

rcfi/o -313u44 \nol4o - l2lrl42
l*tterl7 lD + SPcl. Dlvry. 10

r94r-61W48 8p0140-Llr/46
lrtter I7 12 + Rgstrd- 10

416 NarrarHeroes 1e43ta.-s/31/M r#lfr;ti;lfRsstrd.r0

338 Q.wirhermina 3tte46'etw4e r|ii::r';'i;!fRsstrd.10

4% Libertylssue 4trt46'r2t3tt4, rfiijl.r';ti;,1u**,..r0

When in February of 1947 it was noted thatryany 17 ll2
cents stamps of the Liberty Issue were still available at the

postoffices, the PTT issued a special Sevice Order (H'108):
ilt has come to our attention that at many postoffices large

quantities of the stamps printed in England, elpecially the

iZ tlz urra 17 'LlL cenis value, are available. These stanps

should be sold on a priority basis. Additionally, unless the

,-1"-r-/rr--J -z,u-y' ,/ "* /-/'"'r--/*/ 4-Za-

(--4
t /)q /. /

/LQ-t--- q / ttt--z-Lz--
// ,

Rl J'J;

Fig. 1 Registered letter sent 1-261915 from Olst to Zutphen'
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customer protests, when asked for stamps of other value,
the previous mentioned stamps should be sold, if necessary
complimsllsd by other stamps (for example fs1 stamps of
35 cents, use 2 stamps of 17 t/2 sent, or one of 12 12 and
one of 22112 cents)."

Checking deeper into 'overprints' I discovered that none
of the above stamps had been used for: Postage Dues,
Vending machine stamps (Spcopated Perfs), Armenwet
(Social Services), Cour Permanent de Justice Internation-
ale, and non at all used as overprints for the former colonies
as was the fact with other values.

The only stamp used for Clearance Overprints was the
L7 U2 cnnts blue and brown of the L899 Qusea Wilhslmina
Fur-collar Issue (# 67). In t9?iitbecame # 119 overprinted
with 10 cents, # 133 overprinted with 1 Gulden, and # 2 of
the Parcelpost C.O.D. stamps with an overprint of 15 cents.

Then the question came up: Are they wor15 
"6llsgling?Although the stamps itself, except for the # 6, are not

priced that high 1le 5tamps on letters and cards as single
usage show good prices for the older issues. Exhibit 2 shows
their values, using the "Speciale" of 1995 and Buitenkamp-
Muller (Seventh Edition).

All Prices are in Dutch Guilders, as per "speciale" L995,
and Buitenkamp-Muller I99a93

PRICES OF STAMPS AND STAMPS ON LETTERS

NIVPH ISSUE SINGLESTAMPS STAMPSON
NO. MINT USED LETTERS

6 Furcollar 130.00 35.00
67 Furcollar 45.00 250
338 Q.Wilhelmina 3.00 250
%L Guilloche z.ffi 1.75
385 Dove 0J0 050
4L6 Naval Heroes 0.25 050
4X Libertylssue 250 3.00

450.00
90.00
45.00
60.00
6.00

1750
50.00

All in all it is an interesting set sf 5famps and well worth
to make a special small collection of the stamps and its use
on letters and cards.

Illustrations were provided by Mrs. Martinus Verkuil,
Ralph Van Heerden, and Charles Sacconaghi.

Good luck!

References:
"the Speciale"
Buitenkamp-Muller - Postzegels op Brief (Stamps on let-
ters)
da Costa - Posttarieven Nederland (Postal rates of the
Netherlands)

All three books are available in our own ASNP bookstore
and can be easily followed, even for rusty Dutch linguists.

----r;---
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Fig. 2 Express Mail letter sent 1941from Heelsum to Bennebroek.
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/:n
Fig. 3 Registered letter sent 1941from Helmond to Son.
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Nieuw sdres: HAAGWEG t39 - RltsWl|K
Nieurv lsleloonnummor] 1'|.95.01
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ONDERVAKGROEP ASBESTCEMENTWAREN

NASSAU DILLENBURGSTRAAT,{7
's-GRAVENHAGE

Fig. 5 Registered letter sent 1945 from Rijswijk to Rhenen.
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Fig. 6 Registered letter sent 1945 from Rijswijk to Menen.
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AAHAIIIEKtlql

Ae.n 6e lla. Ireccills c1e

Cuneralaan

4')

(
Ridder

RHE}'ICIT{;_

1 ,.

& van der lleYden

6'

BEDRUFSGROEP

Steen-, Cement-,'Glas-- en
Fijnkeramische Industrie
HAAGWES I39, nIJSWIIK (2,'H')

Fig. 7 Registered letter sent 8-20-1946 from Breukelen to valkenswaard.

f"d/.?

Fig. SAirmail letter sent 1946from Haurlem to Philadelphia'

Surface rate : 12 112 cents

Airmail surcharye : 40 cents

Totat " 
52 112 cents (made up through 3 x 17 112 cents)

ffi;::;;1
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NETHERLANDSINDIES
(An Overview of Postal Rates (1853 - 1907)

by RalphVan Heerden

/ /-h/.4.t.
--

I. Mail within the NEI (Domestic Rates).

II. The archipelago destinations of theStraits
Settlements

(Singapore, Pinang, and Malaca) and
Portuguese Timor.

III. Mail to Holland & nearbyEuropean des-
tinations.

I DOMESTIC RATES

tfi"|b 
':

Jan.1863
Letter rate per 15 gms.wt.

For each increment of 15 grm.
over 15 grm.

Non-officer military letter rate
per 15 gms. wt.

U S A.

10 cts.

l-0 cts.

5 cts.

i, M7*cft"J;L,
|.:.+'' ! !:r-:.
'%r<*rf-*.* . i .i.r

Sample Letter:

, A prepaid registered letter sent Sept.2$ 1903 from Buiten-
zorg via Welteweden to Boston, Mass. USA

The 18 112 gms. weight.beingoverthe 15 gms. singleweight.
amount, double postage was assessed.

2 x 25 cts:50 cts. postage, plus 10 cts. regtstry

When writing up the pages to mount stamps and covers,
it often is confounding to undeistand the reason for the
denomination of the stamp or for the postage paid on the
cover. It can take considerable drggrng in reference
material, if available, and/or correspondence with authors,
the postal museum or other collectors to find the source of
the rates.

In the case of the Netherlands Indies, complexity
abounds due to routes available for foreigrr bound letters,
and the subsidy given to encourage use of the Stoomvaart
Maatschappij Nederland (Netherlands Steamship Com-
pany (SMN)), zeepost, rather than using French, British or
Austrian ships. Overseas letters were required to proceed
to the written address by closed bag, to conform to the
special rate paid, once the ships reached Marseille, Triest,
Brindisi, Naples, etc. In principle, mail annotated via
country ship and route had a higher postal rate, so called
zeetoeslag, than mail traveling the much slower overland
route (to Europe).

The following then are some of the postal rates used
during the postage stamp period, with possibly an inac-
curacy here'and there due to conflicting reference data, for
letters, postcards, printed matter and newsprint, for:

IIARCHIPELAGO RATES

to 1876 Letter, postcard and printed matter
rates the saErc as for foreigr mail.

May 1877 Postcard rate -' 5 cts.

Printed matter rate per 50 gms. wt. 2 tl2 cts.

Nov. L881 Letter rate per 15 gms. wt. 12I12 cts.

1864

Registered letter fee

JuI.1875

1877

Jul. 1902

1907

10 cts.

Printed matter rate per 50 gms. wt.

Newsprint rate per sheet

Printed matter rate per 20 gms. wt.

Postcard rate

Newsprint rate per 25 gms. wt.

Printed matter rate per 50 gms. wt.

Newsprint rate per 25 gms. wt.

Printed matter rate per 50 gms. wt.

Letter rate per 20 gms.wt.

5 cts.

1 ct.

2 cts.

5 cts.

L ct.

2 cts.

U2ct.

1 ct.

10 cts.

Vol.19 No.4 Netherlands Philately 55



III MAILTO HOLLAI{D & NEARBYEUROPEAN
COTINTRIES

all letter rates are for 15 gms.wt.

1863 Letterswith an undesignated route 90 cts.

INlay 1877 Letters regardless of route or shipping line

Letters designated via Triest
(least sea travel)

May 1-866 Letters to Holland via SMN ships

Letters designated via Triest
(other ships)

Printed matter via SMN ships
per sheet (20 cts. minimum)

Jun. 1866 Letters designated via Marseille
(French ships) least land travel

Mar.1869 Letters designated via Triest

Jan. 1870 Letters designated via Marseille

Letters designated via Triest

Printed matter any route per
50 gms. wt.

Jul. 1870 Letters designated via Brindisi
(Franco-Prussian War closed the
Marseille route)

Oct. L871 Letters to Holland via SMN ships

Printed matter rate per 40 gms. wt.

Printed matter rate via SMN ships
per 40 gms.\vt.

Franked:
Unfranted:

ships per 50 gms. wt.

1879 Postcards

ships each 50 gms. wt.

Printed matter rate by other
ships/routes each 50 ems. wt.

Jul. 1902 Printed matter rate by other
ships/routes each 50 gms. wt.

25 cts.
40 cts.

7 U2cts.

7 U2 cts.

2 cts.

3 cts.

2 Ll2 cts.

Printed matter per SMN ships per
zl0 ems. wt. 5 cts.

Postcards regardless of route or
shipping line 12U2 cts.

Printed matter all routes via SMN

105 cts.

30 cts.

100 cts.

5 cts.

70 cts.

65 cts.

60 cts.

55 cts.

10 cts.

60 cts.

20 cts.

1-0 cts.

5 cts.

50 cts.
Lffi cts.

L5 cts.

Printed matter all routes via SMN
ships per 50 gms. wt. 5 cts.

Mar.1882 Postcards rate to Holland via SMN
ships 5 cts.

Printed matter rate via Naples per SMN
ships each 50 gms. wt. 2ll2 cts.

Jun. 1886 Letter rate to Holland via SMN
ships 12 U2 cts.

Jul. 1885 Letter rate to Holland via SMN ships 10 cts.

Apr. 1888 Letter rate to Holland via other ships 15 cts.

Letter rate to other countries 25 cts.

Jul. 1889 Printed matter rate via Naples per SMN

Letters designated via Marseille or
Brindisi in the 60-75 gms.wt. range 3fi) cts.

Oct. 1875 Letters designated via Naples per
SMN ships (quickest travel)
Franked 30 cts.
Unfranked 60 cts.

Printed matter via Naples per SMN
ships per 50 gms.wt. 7 ll2 cts.

Feb. 1876 Printed matter via Brindisi per SMN
ships per 50 gms. wt. 7 L12 cts.

Apr. 1876 Letters designated via Marseilles, Triest
or Brindisi per SMN ships:
Franked:
Unfranked:

Postcards

Mar 1907 Postcard rate to Holland and other
countries, anyroute, anyship 5 cts.

Letter rate any route all shipping
lines L2L/2cts.

References:

Nederlandsch-Indie by R.A. Sleeuw
De Emissies 1870, 1883 enl892.

Handboek der Postwaarden van Nederlandsch-
Indie

}.I\/PH Speciale Catalogus van de Postzegels van
Nederland
en Overzeese Rijksdelen, Posttarieven.

Van Dieten catalogus No. 554 (Voerman collec-
tion).
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Fake Netherlands-Indies Cancels

by: M. Hardjasudarma

At lrst glaoce, the lettersheet (postblad) illustrated in
figure 1- would be a nice, and inexpensive addition to a
Netherlands-Indies postal history or postal stationery col-
lection.

The letter sheet is one officially sold by the postal ad-
ministration, which printed its emblem on the front side,
below the "P" of Postblad. It also bears a printer's code,
namely ST-61n37. The last two numerals may indicate the
year the batch was printed. Quantities of this stationery
were purchased by a Semarang company, which then added
some printed text. This included a letterhead, spaces and
columns for an itemized account and bill, as well as an
illustrated advertisement. The latter shows a jolly, winking
sun, mercilessly beating its rays on a hapless, perspirin!
man, his shirt sleeves rolled-up, his tie undone, andmopping
his brow with a hanky. The Malay (Indonesian) text sym-
pathetically asks "Suffering from the heat?", and then ad-
vises "There is nothing (better) but a glass of great tasting
Diamond Beer - Cool - Refreshing." The producer is indi-
cated as the Archipelago Brewery in Batavia (Jakarta). The
company's printer used its own code, J.I.B.K. 1055-8-39.
Using the same logic as above, it seems the private printing
happened 2years after the PTT's.

So far so good, if you collect commercial advertisements
printed on stationery. And even better if beer is your forte.
Philatelically speaking, the Sociaal Bureau postage stamp is
also a nice touch.TheT U2c stamp was sold with a surcharge
of 2 1.12 c, and usage other than philatelic was thus not
common.

What really piqued my curiosity were the cancels. The 
,

letter sheet was purportedly mailed from Semarang on
September 9,39 at 11- AM, and arrived in Pekalongan the
neK day at 6 AM. Even a cursory inspection demonstrates
the rather primitive nature of the fake cancels, both of which
have many characteristics in common. They attempt to
masquerade as type LB 1-, or more likely LB 5 as per
Bulterman's classification of the long-bar (langebalk) can-
cels. However, the forger had trouble evenly spacing the
vertical black bars in the upper and lower inner-segments
of the cancels. And he really struggled with the numerals.
They are not in a perfectly straight line, but sag somewhat
in the middle. They are not equidistant between the upper
and lower horizontal limits of the long bar. The numerals
also lean forward somewhat, and the dots between them are
too low. A genuine long-bar Semarang cancel is shown for
comparison in figure 2.

The increasing popularity of Netherlands-Indies philate-
ly has undoubtedly driven some individuals to try their hand
at producing even these inexpensive forgeries. Let the buyer
beware! We may expect more sophisticated surprises in the
future, especially if they learn to consult the NVPH catalog.
This reference states in no uncertain terms that the Sociaal
Bureau stamps were first issued almost 3 months later, on
December l, 1939.

Figure 1. Commercial lettersheet with pinted adveftise-
ment, a 7 112 c Sociaal Bureau stamp (which was the conect
domestic rate), and fake cancels. The Pekalongon "cancel"
bean a 6V (6 AM). This is most unusua| since the time is
indicated eitherusingthe 24 hour system (e.9. 20 : 8 PM), or
usingtwo numerals separatedby a hyphen andV (V: Voor-
middag: AM) or N (N: Namiddag : PM). The proper
indication would have been 5-6 V, 67 V.

<-

---i--::t''d{*-
"s *i,L04F"
;,i=;"tlllllfiX,i' 't

g

I

l.

l*;ogJ;;fl

Fipre 2. Magniftedpint of thefake cancels, and a genuine
one of Semarang. Aside from the overall primitive appearance
of the the fakes, the main faults are in the spacing of the vertical
bars, and in the numerals.
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The N.E.I. Veth high values, and their subsequent overprints'On CovBd

bv M. Hordiasr; f^-+"+n &*-Y 
*

Howdifficultisittofindthe'J.atd2U2gltlder Nether- few auction catalogs from other Dutch firms were also
lands-Indies stamps designed by Veth, used 'on cover' ? consulted.
And how about the JAVA, BUITEN BEZf,T, and 30 cent (2) several examples from the author's collection.
overprints of the same stamps' also 'on cover' ? 

The catalog page search yielded exactly three items (a
In order to find some answers to these questions in a fourth did not really fit in this study, but will be described).

short time, one weekend to be exact, the following were These were:
inspected: 1: The 30 cent overprint on cover in combination with

(1-) auction catalog pages with pictures of Netherlands- other stamps, including a Red Cross stamp of 1915 with a
Indies postal history lots of 4 major Dutch stamp auction misplaced overprint. (JKR, Feb.'87)
firms from roughly the last 10 years, as follows: 2: A money order form with four copies of the 1 Gld.

- Van Dieten (VD) andJ.K. Rietdijk (JKR) since L984 value. (VD, Apr.'91). (Figure 1)
- Nederlandsche Postzegelyeiling (I.[PV) since 1985 3: Almost similar to #2 above, except with JAVA over-
-Wiggers de Vries (WDV) since 1987 print. This is from memory since I was unable to find the
For the periods indicated (until the end of L994 - early page in question. I do remember it quite well, however, since

1995), the material is almost, but not totally, complete. A it was a very nice item.
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4: An assortment of DIENST. surcharged stamps, in-
cluding three single copies each of the L and 2 U2 Gld.
pasted on a large piece of paper and slamped with large,
red, circular markings indicating their origin as U.P.U.
specimens from the archives of the Madagascar Postal
Administration (VD, J an.'92).

In addition there are five items from the author's collec-
tion, all portrayed in this article (Figues 1 -5).

Dr. Jan Pieter Veth was born in L864, in the Dutch town
of Dordrecht, and studied at the Academy of Plastic Arts
in Amsterdam. He became a celebrated, and sougbt-after
portrait painfel; a reputation he apparently did not relish.
In 1-900, the Department of the Colonies in The Hague
approached Veth for a common design for all three Dutch
colonies. This, after it had rejected several designs supplied
by Enschede, the printer (1). The finished design shows

Queen Wilhelmina in profile, facing left. Her portrait is
enclosed by a circle, and flanked at the top by the figures of
Hermes and Ceres, and below by sail ships. These high
values were recess printed from steel engraved plates, in
sheets of five rows of ten (2). The 1 Gld. was issued in
January 1906 (Figure 1-), the 2 UZ Gld. on January 1, L908.
Both were demonetized on December 31, 1925. As a
security measure to prevent re-use, a small number of these
two values were immersed in indigo at the State Printing
Office in Weltevereden, Java, and dried over wire nets,
causing the bluish color to run, resulting in spotting on the
surface. Since whole sheets were immersed, and since the
indigo did not penetrate the full thickness of the paper,
single copies will show whitish perforation tips, especially
when held against a light (figureZ). (3).

On July 1, 1908, a series of stamps, including the Veth
high vslges, were issued bearing JAVA. and BUITEN
BF,ZIT . (Figure 3) overprints. The surcharges were probab-
ly printed at the Topographical Service at Welteweden (1).
They owe their existence to an attempt to determine the
volume of mail on the islands of Java and Maduraversus the
rest of the colony. To this end, only 51amps with the JAVA.
overprintwere sold on the first two islands for a fixed period
of time. Stamps overprinted with BUITEN BEZIT. (ab-
breviated from the Buiten Bezittingen (4), or Outer Posses-
sions) were available on the remainder (Figure 3). (3) This
issue is marked by 'fantastic' (sic) combinations of overprint
proofs (3), and in general by a 'scandalous' (sic) lack of care
on the part of the postal administration that should have
prevented such shoddy work, in the form of numerous types
of misprints, to fallinthe hands of the public (4). The stamps
were demonetized on April 1", 1909, but again used in L910.

When the posts acquired a large stock of inverted surchar-
ges in March 1925, the stamps were once again placed on
sale, and finally demonetized at the end of that year (3).

Some years earlier, a series of stamps were surcharged
with DIENST (Official), to determine the volume of official
correspondence. This included both of 1[e !s1[ high values
(Figure 4), which were issued on October 1, L911, and
withdrawn on September 30, 1912. The proofs were made
at the time of the JAVA. and BUITEN BEZIT. overprints,
and subject to the same kind of postal mismanagement,
which explains the numerous surcharge errors (3).

Finally, in 1917-1918, four different types were over-
printed with new values. This included the Veth 1 Gld.
which was surcharged with 30 CENTS (Figure 5), and
issued in November 1918 (3).
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For the highpriced and often dangerouslycounterfeited
items, namely the JAVA., BUITEN BEZIT. and DIENST.
surcharge errors, one can saywith a high degree ofcertainty
that if these specimens exist "on covern, or evgn on large
fragments, theymustbe veryrare indeed. This is not surpris-
ing, since their scarcity was recognized early on, and most
disappeared unused into stamp collections. The used
specimens sometimes portrayed in auction catalogs were
probably fortuitous finds carefully selected over the years
from soaked-off stamps in bulk. Altho'tgh these are no
longer offered in that manner, the unoverprinted basic tlpes
still are. As recently as April L994, lots of 200 used of 21,/2
Gld. sold for between f lN - I?il each (WDV). That leaves
the less esoteric and much less pricey basic types, or with
normal surcharges. One can argue that this category is
unlikely to be offered, much less illustrated in an auction
catalog of a prominent firm. The money order (Figure 1)
shows that this is not entirely true. Even though the stamps
are common, used "on cover" they are not. However,
philatelic use such as in Figure 3, tends to downgrade a lot
into a non-illustrated one. The illustration in the JKR Feb.
1-987 catalog (see above) was a fluke, as far as the 30 CENT
is concerned. The lot was obviously portrayed because of
the other, much scarcer stamp. Nonetheless, the resurgence
of interest in Netherlands-Indies postal material in the last
5 years, fueled by a still small, but burgeoning and well-
heeled class ofphilatelists in Indonesia has caused a notice-

able decline in supply, accompanied by a rise in prices. lots
that were heretofore considered commonplace, and there-
fore not worth portraying in auction catalogs, nowoften are.
f1fusrrgh f lacked the time to check the catalog material by
lot description, rather than illustration, I do not remember
anything relevant except for two lots ofphilatelic covers, one
of which is illustrated in Figure 3. in the past, the cheapest
types, especially the unoverprinted 1 Gld. may have been
hidden in multi-cover lots, which are rarely described in
much detail. In recent years this has become increasingly
unlikely.

fa srrmmnry, the Veth L and2ll2 Gld. stamps, unover-
printed or surcharged with JAVA., BUITEN BF,ZIT.,
DIENST. or 30 CENT, are difficult to next to impossible to
find "on cover". Even philatelically prepared covers are not
common.
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